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Abraham Delivers This Year's Monsanto
Lecture Series On Tort Reform
By Kevin Anderson
News Editor
This year's edition of the
Monsanto Lecture Series focused
on the role of insurance protection
in circumstances involving CERCLA cleanup liability. In respect
for the students who intend to rely
upon this article for exam preparation, I have determined to
address the lecture in three forms.
First, this article will provide the
writer's impression of what was
said in·~ brief outline format.
Second, the content of the piece
will be reviewed in greater detail.
Third, the lecture will be
addressed, yet again, from the
perspective of some of those in
attendance.
But first...a bit about the
series. As mentioned, this year
marked the seventh annual lecture
on tort reform and jurisprudence.
Past participants have included
the likes of Yale's George L.
Priest, Chjcago's Richard. W.
Epstein and Peter W .Huber from
the Manhattan Institute for Policy
Research. The endowed lectures
are sponsored by the Monsanto
Corporation.
But frrst ...a bit about the
series sponsor. On the U.S.
EPA's list of the nation's corporations which emit the greatest volume of toxic chemicals into our
environment, Monsanto ranks
second. Its Alvin, Texas detergents and plastics plant tops the
list for single facility emissions.
Monsanto has been involved as a
defendant in· several record-setting situations involving allegations of environmental wrongdo-

ing. For instance, Monsanto
agreed to pay a record settlement
of claims for its manufacture of
Agent Orange, the Vietnam defoliant designed to rain down on
potential fields of combat whether
occupied by young Americans or
not. In addition, Massachusetts
set a new state record in assessing
a $1.2 million penalty against
Monsanto for the company's
attempt to conceal a 1990 discharge of acid-laden waste water
into the Mystic River. The company had been fined previously
for a similar oversight in 1987.
Nevertheless, Monsanto, as a
good corporate citizen that sponsors endowed lectures at one of
our finest law schools. pledged to
reduce its rate of airborne emissions in 1992 by 90% from its
reported 1987 emissions. (This
writer will keep all informed
regarding their success.)
This year's speaker,
Professor Kenneth S. Abraham is
the Class of 1962 :professor at the
University of Virginia School of
Law. A paper which is to accompany his lecture will be published
in a future issue of the Valparaiso
University Law Review and also
in a monogram format.
From an outline point of
view, the Professor identified the
problem in terms of the unjust
expenses faced by insurers due
primarily to the transactional
costs (e.g. attorney's fees)
involved in Superfund cleanups.
His proposed solution would legislate the allocation of responsibility and arrive at a negotiated
percentage of payment. Paying
participants would be the insur-

ance companies, their insured
waste·generators, and the industrial community as a whole through
the establishment of some kind of
a risk pool. Consequently, transactional factors (e.g. attorney's
fees) will not force cleanup
expenses through the roof.
From the second perspective, Professor Abraham suggested that the rule of insurance
contract construction requiring
that ambiguities be construed
against the insurer is anything but
equitable in an environmental liability context. Prior to the passage of the CERCLA legislation
(Superfund) twelve years ago,
insurance companies provided
coverage of liability for pollution
damages only where discharges
were "sudden and accidental."
Premiums were collected, who.
complained? Since Superfund's
passage, many polluters are being
held liable for the expensive
cleanup of hazardous wastes at ·
sites where they participated in
the polluting. To eliminate future
liabilities, insurers include a blanket exclusion of coverage for pollution related damages of any
·kind in their current policies.
Anticipating hassles in
the allocation of responsibility for
past polluting activity that might
delay cleanup, the legislature
imposed retroactive, strict, joint
and several liability and created a
several billion dollar fund to facilitate cleanup. Thus, the EPA can
clean and restore a site itself then
sue the polluters for cost recovery. At the core of this legislative
response was the notion that, in
the end, the polluter should pay.

Class of '62 Alumnus, Kenneth S. Abraham,
Professor of Law at University of Virginia
School 'of Law and 1992 Monsanto Lecturer.
photo by Paul Richa'r ds
Polluters naturally began to apply
for benefits from their policies.
After all, premiums were paid.
The real problem. it
seems, is that the refusal of the
insurance industry to pay for
cleanup without court challenges
has caused the litigation costs
(e.g. attorney's fees) of toxic tort
cleanups to impact upon the population as a whole (e.g. your
grandmother.) The U.S. EPA has
become the ·~Environmental
Collection Agency." According
to the Professor, transactional
costs (e.g. attorney's fees) make
sure that "only the lawyers clean
up underCERCLA."
Unfortunately,
the

overnight imposition of CERCLA
liability on American industry
created a mature scheme of liability without a complimentary
mature body of case law to inte~
pret it. The confusing void which
developed can be expected to be
filled through expensive litigation
with high transactional costs (e.g.
attorney's fees) in approximately
a twenty-year span of time.
Unfortunately. one must remember that, in the meanwhile, the
population as a whole (e.g. your
grandmother) is picking up the
tab for this wasteful legislation.
Much of the "whole population"

See Monsanto, Page 11

University Employees Reject Union's Advances
By Charlie White
Asst. News Editor

»:isdotn of the Ages
Better to live with
some injustices than,
by seeking perfect
~ustice, create a world
with none.

-David Horowitz

For the second time in as many
years, the hourly employees of
Valparaiso University have
rejected the efforts of large
national union to organize them.
The struggle to show the
University's employees both sides
of the equation has been successfully led by Sharon Charbonneau,
an administrator in the Career
Services department at the law
school. Through her work as a
secretary for the Labor Relations
department at
U.S. Steel,
Charbonneau has developed a
working knowledge of how
unions operate. This know ledge
enabled her to deal with the issue
of collective bargaining for
hourly employees here at the university.

For the past few years, there
has been a push within the ranks
of the university employees (food
services, housekeeping, physical
plant, security, and clerical workers) to join a union. Many of the
hourly employees on campus
have complained about wages
and working conditions and
blame the administration for not
taking their grievances seriously.
After receiving a call from a
group of disgruntled workers, the
Service Employees International
Union came to the university in
an attempt to organize the workers from physical plant, clerical,
food services, housekeeping, and
security. Charbonneau, out of
concern with how the university's
hourly employees would benefit
under union membership, sent for
information about the S.E.I.U.

from the U.S. government.
The public documents that she
received disclosed that the key
leaders of this union had been
convicted of embezzlement.
Charbonneau also learned that
they were currently in a rebuilding period.
Charbonneau, interested in
learning more about what the
future would hold with the presence of a national union, met with
union representatives. After this
meeting, she came to the realization that this union was more concerned about collecting dues for
the benefit of the national organization, Charbonneau began to
fight the union's advances. She
sent flyers to every potential
union member in order to explain
the drawbacks of joining the
union that had never been mentioned. The basis for her protest

was rooted in the fact that that the
union uses the lure of higher
wages without. telling the workers
that they might have to give up
certain benefits or that the negotiating process many times does
not yield the kind of favorable
results that are promised.
As soon as the S .E.I. U. effort
was defeated, however, the
United Steelworkers Union came
in to target the food service and
housekeeping professions. By
law, the union had one full year
to organize after which a vote is
taken to decide whether the workers would unionize or not.
During this twelve month period, the university is not allowed
to challenge the effort. One
source of aggravation for the
hourly workers was the inactive

See Union, Page 8
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Stith Lectures On The Value Of
Human Life In CoiDJnunist China
By Jim Kraayeveld
Asst. News Editor

even though they are concerned
about population pressure, have
the personal longing to keep the
unborn baby. Stith concluded
that the climate in China is in
some ways more pro-life than in
the United States, where children
are often seen as inconvenient.
The Chinese students in Stith's
class had intellectual curiosity
and were interested to find out
more about the abortion issue.
among many other issues. The
climate in the Chinese school was
not suppressive, even · though
there was always a communist
party member in Stith's class.
The climate of non-acceptability was not strong there. For

all human rights. The Swiss professor was not censored or censured.
Towards the end of his presentation, Stith stated that he realized that while all of his experiences could have been a fluke,
they all pointed in the same direction - of open mindedness and
intellectual curiosity. In Chinese
society as a whole, Stith said,
there is not the absoluteness of
the political correctness as there
is in the United States. In the
United States, the media show
Somalia victims, hurricane victims, but not abortion victims.
Stith ended the talk by asking the
question: "Why are so many people in this country so close-minded compared to the people in
communist China?"

On Thursday, October 25.
Professor Richard Stith talked to
members of the Valparaiso
University School of Law community about the academic freedom he experienced in China. In
addition to teaching courses for
the VUSL China summer program in 1991, Stith went as a
FuJbright scholar to Guangzhou,
China and taught. Comparative
Law during the 1992 spring
semester.
While he was in China. the
communists and university officials did not place limitations on
his speech. There, he was not "There is not the
told to sacrifice his academic
freedom while teaching his absoluteness of politicourse.
cal correctness [in
After the lecture, Stith fielded
Before going to China, Stith
had been told that China is as China] as here in the questions about the Chinese government's policy on infanticide
extremely non-protective of the United States."
unborn as the United States. Stith
and the standard of living and
noted that the United States is the example, Stith gave his students health care in China. The
most extremely non-protectionist pictures of aborted babies in Chinese government has no overt
society in the western world. class, when discussing a Gennan policy of infanticide, but many
Stith mentioned that Chinese par- abortion decision. S lith has never abandoned babies are allowed to
ents who have more than one even dreamed of daring to do this die (ie. not given sufficient food
child are penalized if they have at V.U. In fact; Stith was once or care) because adoption is not
the second child without permis- told, by a law school administra- allowed if you already have one
sion. The fine equals about six to tor here at V.U., that he could child. Moreover, it is unlikely
twelve months salary. Offenders never mention abortion in any of that any one will be punished if
can lose their jobs and apart- his classes. Yet, the dean of the they allow the babies to starve to
ments. "China is an anti-choice Chinese school, a communist, did death.
When it comes to health care,
country, a forced abortion soci- not give S lith any flack. Stith did
ety," Stith said. Stith also noted ·mention however, that he the socialized medicine concept
that the former president of the believed that he might not as easi- works like it's supposed to .
National Organization of Women, . ly have gotten away with speak- Everything is free because everywho is nominally pro-choice, sup- ing favorably about the thing is publicly funded, but do
not expect competence, Stith said.
ported the anti-choice policy of Tiananmen Square confrontation.
While in China, Stith lectured Yet, there is not the extreme misthe Chinese government forcing
abortion on its citizens.
in Beijing . at the International ery in almost all of China that
The Chinese people are not Conference on Comparative Law. there is in India and Mexico. One
pro-abortion. The abortions are A Swiss academician there said student that attended, who had
forced by the state. The people that abortion is the stumbling spent some time in China, said
do not want to get rid of their block to human rights because the that the "Chinese (people] are
children, but they have -no choice. legalization of elective abortion very, very poor, but [they are] all
Stith commented that the elites, removes the principled basis for . equal."

From The Dean's Desk
By Edward McGlynn Gaffney ,Jr.
I can understand the
feeling that several of the students
who work hard to produce a
newspaper might have when
many of the faculty join in a
-statement of criticism of their
paper. It may feel to them like
censorship. That, at least, is the
word that has been going around
for the last couple of weeks.
Although I can relate to
the feeling that students might
have when people in authority
come down hard on them, I think
that it is important
highlight
the important difference between
censorship and criticism. Both
may have the effect of stopping a
conversation, but only censorship
cuts ,off dialogue before it can
begin. It is for that reason that we
have a strong rule in our society
against prior restraint. Unlike
censorship, criticism is vital to
growth; it ~nables Tesponsible
change. For that reason I relish
criticism and abhor censorship.
In a note accompanying
a column in the last issue of The
Forum, the Editor of this paper
suggested that he acted under the
threat of litigation to remove
some expletives from that col-

to

umn. There is no truth whatever
to the claim that I or any member
of the law school administration
or the faculty has threatened litigation against the Editor or any
·other writer in The Forum. I did,
however, publicly criticize the
tone adopted by one of the writers
in this paper, as did several of my
colleagues. Our criticism about
the tone should not be misread as
discouraging robust expression of
a wide variety of views on matters of public concern.
If the Editor has seen fit
to place brackets around some of
the terms that this columnist
wrote, that seems to me to an editorial judgment entirely consistent
with the announced policy of The
Forum: "The Editors reserve the
right to edit articles for punctuation, grammar, brevity, good
taste, accuracy, and libel." Selfrestraint by a writer to confonn to
general standards of good taste
and the other matters mentioned
in that policy is not ..censorship"
any more than editorial judgment
is.
To be sure. it is not
always easy to accept criticism
gracefully. Try as we might to be
fair to our critics, we may sometimes fail, but that does not neces-

sarily mean that we believe in our
own infallibility. To be honest, I
admit that I sometimes miss the
point of another's criticism of my
work, and I may not always like
the criticism when I am listening
to it. But I try not to deceive
myself about the need for selfcritical awareness. When I find
that I have made a mistake, my
policy is to admit it promptly. In
other words, when others are criticizing me, I try to be - in Ross
Perofs wonderful self-portrait"all ears."
In this sense, I find it is
easier to accept criticism fairly
aimed at me than to direct it to
another when I feel impelled to
do so. Because of my regard for
the nonns of civility and courtesy
that are hallmarks of the legal
profession, I felt that it was part
of my duty as Dean of this law
school to criticize the tone adoptep by one of the columnists, but I
did not intend my column.to
inhibit the ability of others to
speak their minds freely. Having
read the latest issue of The .
Forum. moreover. I did not notice
-that my views have had that
effect.
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Career Service Corner
By Gail Peshel
Director of Career Services
IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
One of the ploys used to
get job offers is to volunteer for
work with an employer in which
there is interest. There are many
reasons for volunteering. In a constricted job market, a volunteer position provides practical
experience and develops your
research and writing skills.
Your interest in a particular organization or type of practice is demonstrated.
The employer for which you are
working is able to accurately
evaluate your interest a1_1d abilities.
-Working as a volunteer
gets . your foot in the door.
Employers are more likely to hire
someone who has worked with
them. If a job opening occurs
and an employer likes your work,
you will probably get the job

offer. If you llke the people and
the type of work that you .do, you
will probably accept the offer.
Greater job satisfaction and a
stronger likelihood that you will
remain as a permanent employee
results. Another benefit of hiring
volunteers is that training time is
reduced because of your familiar- ity with the office and its procedures.
Satisfying your .Q.Ol

hmw requirement may provide
some of the same opportunities; it
gets your foot in the door and it
provides an opportunity to
demonstrate your skills, knowledge and abilities. Valpo's broad
definition of pro bono enables
students to do volunteer work in
an area of interest: prosecution,
public defense, legal services,
assisting a judge, and even private practice if done on a firm ' s
pro bono case.

. See Career Services,
Page7

Correction
In the last issue of The Forum, Mr. Ted Johnson wrote a letter to the
Editor entitled "Ad Hominems Destructive." His name was inadvertently left off. The Forum regrets this oversight.
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The Forum

The Right Side
By Daniel Buksa
Editor

The King &
The Pharisees

THE CLINTON MANDATE
(SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE)

Pilgrim In An Unholy Land
By Mike Thompson
Viewpoints Editor

The Voters Always Get
What They Deserve
Now that Election Day is
over, I am reminded of three relevant quotes. The first one is, "Be
careful what you wish for; you
just might get it." Come January
20th, Governor Clinton will be
President of the United States.
The American people have spoken. They said they wanted a
change, and, by golly, they're
gonna get one.
Change is on the way,
whether I want it or not, so let me
just say this: you have been
warned. If this country reverts to
Third-World nation status, if your
taxes increase, and if inflation
goes through the roof, I don't
want to hear the blame falling on
Ronald Reagan, George Bush, or
Dan Quayle. Next year there will
be only one party in charge, and
they'd better be ready to accept
the blame when things go wrong.
You people who wanted change
got it; let's just see whether that
change will be for the better.
The second quote that
this election reminds me of comes
from my Eureka College days.
On the back of the Student
Senate's ballot box were written
the words, "Democracy is a wonderful thing ... when it works." I

am not quite as cynical as this
quote implies. I think that ultimately Democracy always works.
Even though my party was on the
losing side of this election, I am
still filled with awe and pride
when I examine this wonderful
experiment we call America.
When you look at the
way men cling to power all over
the world in countries that are
nothing much more than a few
handfuls of dirt, it makes you
appreciate more than ever how

"Even though my
party was on the losing side of this election, I am still filled
with awe and pride
when I examine this
wonderful experiment
we call America."
special our system is.
No
President would ever dream of
staying in the White House one
day after his term is over.
Governor Clinton is the
President-elect, and he deserves
the title. Why? Because the
American people have decided he
deserves it. I don't like Clinton.
I don't trust him, and I think he's
going to be another Lyndon
Johnson. In spite of that, I wish
him well, and I hope that he has a
successful term. It is my fondest

hope that he will prove me
wrong. He and Senator Gore will
be in my prayers because they're
taking on the toughest job on
earth. It won't be easy at all, and
I hope that all Americans will do
what they can to make the
President-elect
and
Vice
President-elect's job easier. It's
in the best interest of the whole
country that they be successful in
their goal to make America a better place.
The third and final quote
that I'm reminded of comes from
Beau James, one of my favorite
movies of all time. It is a movie
about the life of Jimmy Walker,
the mayor of New York City during the late 20's and early 30's.
He presided over an administration in which graft and dishonesty
flourished.
His opponent,
FiorelJo H. La Guardia, warned
the voters that this was exactly
what would happen in the Walker
administration, but despite his
warnings, the voters put Walker
in office. As scandal after scandal was discovered, Mayor
Walker was forced to resign.
What he said in his resignation
speech is something I hope everyone will remember four years
from now if the things I've
warned you about come to pass:
·'Remember this ... the voters
always get what they deserve. I
wasn't the only chump in this
city; it took a lot of you to elect
me."

mands us to go out and tell the
world about His Word. The
Word is that which is right. We
can know what it is right by reading His Divine Revelation, examining our consciences and accessing reason. The choice of
whether we hear and answer His
call in ours to make.
Those of us who answer know
that we will be mocked, spat
upon, and persecuted because of
Him. But to answer His call
requires us to persevere against
all odds. And while we must be
careful to remove any planks in
our eye before pointing out the
one in our neighbors, we must
never lose sight of the fact that
there is but one Truth, one Way,
one Answer.

Advent is here. It is the season in which we prepare for the
celebration of His coming. We
celebrate because God so loved
the world, He sent His only Son
to us for our salvation.
It is appropriate during this
coming season of Christmas to
remember the life and message of
Jesus.
The message Jesus delivered
was one of peace and love, tolerance and forgiveness. He gave us
two commands: to love God and
to love our neighbor as much as
we love ourselves.
***
In orger to adhere to these
commands, we must follow cerWhich brings me to a current
tain rules. Jesus did not say that
issue
in the news. An institution
we can do whatever makes us
in
which
I proudly served and
feel good. We have to follow the
.
hold
dear
is
about to be sacrificed
Ten Commandments. There is
on'
the
pagan
alter of political
right and wrong, good and bad.
correctness.
The
politicians who
The choices we make do have an
never wore the uniform and spent
"He is reviled by their time smoking dope in
England when their country
the modern-day needed their help, now say that
Pharisees, those in homosexuals must be allowed to
in their Sodomistic glory
authority who relish revel
while serving in the armed forces
their authority and of the United States of America.
For those of us who believe
prestige"
homosexuality to be an abominable sin against nature and
affect on our mortal souls. We nature's God, the issue is one of
must choose to do that which is example. Those of us who have
served know that the officer and
right.
During His public life, Jesus the NCO is held out by the instiextolled us to do that which is tution as a role model. These
right. When He encountered men are examples to be emulated
something that was wrong. some- by young, impressionable
thing that was a sin, He stood up recruits.
The military's mission of
and said that it was wrong. Not
deterrence
and destruction cannot
only did He speak out, but in His
be
successfully
accomplished by
anger, He took action. There is
leaders
who
are
more concerned
an account in the 21st Chapter of
with
the
image
that
conveys their
the Gospel of St. Matthew in
sexual
preference.
The behavior
which Jesus went into the
of
openly
flaunting
their homoTemple precincts, overturned the
sexuality
will
result
in
the loss of
tables of those people who were
unit
cohesion
and
deterioration
of
defiling the Holy Place, and
morale
because
most
of
their
cursed them as hypocrites and
blasphemer. Furthermore, He troops will neither respect nor
said that those who rejected His accept their abnormal, aberrant
Word would wind up in hell, behavior. This will then lead to
lack of unanimity of purpose,
wailing and gnashing their teeth.
But just as His message fell on necessary for all military success,
deaf ears back then, so do they and will irretrievably imperil our
today. There is no doubt in my nation's defenses.
Furthermore, in this age of
mind that He would be accused
AIDS,
we, the taxpayers. will be
of being negative, mean-spirited,
paying
for the medical treatment
insensitive to the feelings of
of
not
only disease-infected
those who He criticized. He
homosexual
military personnel,
would be crucified even today.
but
also
for
their
"spouses." So
He is reviled by the modemnot
only
will
the
radical homoday Pharisees, those in authority
sexuals
be
able
to
take it to their
who relish their power and prespartners
while
disgracing
the unitige, all w_hile saying one thi~g
form
and
weakening
the
counand doing another, speaking out
falsely and leading others into try's defenses, they'll also get in
temptation. They cannot accept a shot at you and me.
the Truth and will do all they can
to cover it with the darkness of
night.
Those of us who hold Him to
be our Savior must not allow this
to happen. We must do more
than what is right. Jesus com-

***
On a more cheerful note,
finals will come and go and then
Christmas will be with us. May
the peace and joy of Christ be
with all of you.

The Fortun

age

To

-

he Editor

Forum Fair and Balanced
Dear Editor:
Thank you for the latest copy of The
Forum. Like the prior one, it is a well-done
presentation of a very much needed point of
view. I would think, or perhaps just hope,
that your law faculty would support and
encourage it, in the interest of fostering
thought and useful debate, no matter how

Vandalism Inexcusable
Dear Editor:
Saddened, but not surprised. That is
how I felt after noticing that someone stole
the poster from the Jus Vitae bulletin board.
The one foot by two and one-half feet plastic poster stated that "One in Three Babies
Dies from Choice."
For the first time in Jus Vitae's history at this law school, we experienced
three continuous months without having
pro-life signs tom down. What a record.
But some poor soul thought that it was her

strongly they hold opposite views. I am
disappointed that a number of them have
instead mounted a name-calling attack,
unsupported by any statements of fact, that
can hardly serve except to chill debate.
Keep up the good work.
Lino A. Graglia
Professor of Law
University of Texas(Austin)
School of Law
or his duty or right to steal someone else's
property.
I am asking the thief to return the
poster to its rightful place, up on the bulletin board. There are more blatant ways to
educate the law school community about
abortion, but I would rather approach the
subject reasonably. I wish I could continue
to do so, but it seems that the far-left, radical, pro-abortionists (excuse the redundancy) will not listen to reason and the facts of
the abortion procedure.
Jim Kraayeveld, 3L
Jus Vitae President
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Uh-Huh
"I am NOT threatening you, but I would hate to see you
spend the rest of your third year doing depositions in a
libel defense."
-Dean Gaffney(Professor of Law and experienced practitioner-in his office)to the editor of The Forum, October 19,
1992

More Wisdom of the Ages
It is better to be a live jackal than a dead lion--for jackals,
not men. Men who have the courage to fight intelligently
for freedom have the best prospects of avoiding the fate
both of live jackals and dead lions. Survival is not the end
all and the be all of a life worthy of man. Sometimes the
worst thing we can know about a man is that he survived.
Those who say that life is worth living at any cost have
written for themselves an epitaph of infamy, for there is no
cause and no person they will not betray to stay alive.
Man's vocation should be the use of the arts of intelligence
in behalf of human freedom.
-Sidney Hook

Thank you for reading The Forum.
This is the last issue of the semester.
The deadline for the first issue of t:text year is .
Wednesday, January 13, 1993 at 3:00 p.m.
Submit all materials on diskette to Locker 78.
Or, you may utilize the Forum's diskettes which
are on reserve i·n the Library.

Celebrate Martin Luther King Day
Martin Luther King Day is quickly approaching and in celebration, Valparaiso University will offer an entire day
filled with various events. This will take place next semester on Monday, January 18, 1993. The university looks to continue the success which was enjoyed at last years' commemoration by extending a special welcome to all who wish to participate.
It is particularly important to remember Martin Luther King and his accomplishments because he endeavored for
unity. In addition to the substantial legislative influence he exerctsed upon Congress, he was also awarded the distinguished Noble Peace prize. Doctor King organized marches and rallies to protest the hideous racism that overshadowed
the nation. His work was instrumental in his day, and continues to be a source of inspiration in the lives of many individuals.
Valparaiso UniversitY. has waived classes for January 18 in order for the community to observe M L K day, and to
learn how his message is still relevant for us today. The activities will commence with the Gathering of the People, a march
on campus, at !O:OOam. The undergraduate school will hold various activities from !O:OOam to 9:00pm.
The Law School will partake in the celebration with a program from 12:00pm to 5:00pm. The film Eyes on the Prize
will be shown from 12:00pm to 1 :OOP.m in the Tabor classroom. An oral argument dealing with the issue of "Is redlining in
the insurance business a form of racial discrimination in violation of the Fair Housing Act?" The MLK committee is currently in the process of securing the attorne_ys which argued a recent 7th Circuit case dealing with this issue, along with two
law school students. The oral argument will be followed by a panel discussion on the relevance of MLK in the 1993. The
panel will consist of a mixture or students and faculty members. A student will moderate the discussion much like a talk
show(Oprah's on/Here's Phil).
These activities are offered to celebrate the life and achievements of MLK, and to inform students of his accomplish.
ments. We encourage everybody to take advantage of these activities.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Trotnpe Le Monde
Trompe le Monde
by Mark Hansen

For almost a year I have
been writing for the Forum in one
form or another. For the entire
time I have had one basic theme
for all my columns, yet am~zing
ly it has only been recently that I
have had· any response from the
faculty or administration about
what I had written. Now, that I
have said what I thought needed
to be said, it is time for me to stop
writing this column.
I admit that I may have
been cynical, caustic and perhaps
a bit distasteful, but when a person is competing in a job market
where people from schools like
Notre Dame get first preference
at jobs, you can learn to be cynical. But the important thing is
that it is time for me lo put regret
behind and prepare to live life in
earnest. I· have gone to eight
years of grade school, four years
of hi~h school. four vears of college, and now I am ending my
third year of law school. For
nineteen out of my almost twenty-five year old life I have been in
school. All I have ever really
krrown is school, and I guess
every school I have attended has
flaws similar to Valpo Law.
When I first started writing for the Forum I was told I

would have creative control, it is
amazing what can happen in a
year. I must be honest in that one
factor for the surcease of my column is that my style has been
curbed. I would hate for the wit
that I strived for to deteriorate
into self serving banter similar to
a form letter, or to vainglorious
ravings of political ideology.
I guess the only result of
my column was that Dean Berner
recently invited me to his office
·to discuss my views. I have not
been able to meet with him yet
but I intend to in the near future.
It will be interesting to see how
he responds to what I say.
For this year I have written what I perceived the truth to
be. I do not think that anything I
have said has been refuted. So
for my final column I will use a
personal anecdote and turn it into
a parable about truth. When I
was in high school I had an arch
nemesis. He weighed at least
thirty pounds more than me and
taunted me perennially. The conflict arose because my personality
does not lend itself well to being
taunted by people. I hate. So one
day after school, while the students loitered in a parking lot, my
nemesis went about his business
of taunting. I responded in kind.
That day I responded to my
nemesis that it didn't matter what
he said about me because I was

blessed not to be going out with a
girlfriend as ugly as his. She was
present at the encounter and the
small group of students could see
that it was true, his girlfriend was
horrendous. not that my nemesis
deserved any better though.
Well, a brawl ensued and after
what I hope was a valiant effort I
lay on the ground, my nose broken and gushing blood, tears
welling in .my eyes from the pains
in my head and body. My nemesis similarly battered, gloated
above me in and asked what I
thought of his girlfriend now. As
I picked myself up from the
ground, I squinted from my
blackened eyes and told him that
she was still "ugly as sin."
The moral of the story is
that the truth hurts. It hurts the
person who it is directed against,
and it hurts the person who says it
more. It is funny that lies always
seem to build the ego, while the
truth seems to tear it down.
Maybe that is why people accept
lies more than the truth.
The jejune of the spirit can be
overwhelming. That is.why I will
end with a benediction that these
are days of change and emotion.
Soon my class will begin the
business of living a quixotic quest
to seek more than this. We will
leave and Valpo will remain
behind.

You~\~~ ·
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Ignorance and the
Resurgence of CensOrship
By Robert Lukefahr &
Phaedra Walker
Guest Columnists
On October 28, a conservative radio host scheduled to
appear at a "Pro-American Rally"
hosted by students at the
University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee. was confronted by a
mob of student protesters determined to prevent his talk. They
succeeded. Armed with whistles
and signs, the estimated one hundred protesters screamed, chanted, blew their whistles, and threw
coins, ice and other objects at the
guests. Fearing further violence,

"Nowhere is the First
Amendment more
imperiled than on college campuses."
the speakers left
Unfortunately, this was
not an isolated incident.
Unpopular speakers have been
shouted down or chased from
campus at more than a dozen
top-flight schools during the past
few years. In addition, over the
last four years, conservative student newspapers have been stolen
or destroyed at more than fifteen
of the nation's top twenty-five
universities. These and other
examples of campus intolerance
have sparked a national debate
over "political correctness" and
have led Time magazine writer

Nancy Gibbs to conclude that
"nowhere is the First Amendment
more imperiled than on college
campuses."
How did things get this
way? After all, less than a generation ago college students were
demanding more freedom of
speech. The simple answer is
"ignorance." College students no
longer understand the historical
. and philosophical basis of our
constitutional protections. A 1989
survey conducted for the National
Endowment for the Humanities
reported that less than one-half of
the 700 college seniors it surveyed could correctly identify the
purpose of The Federalist Papers,
and more than one-third confused
the words of Constitution of the
Soviet Union with those of the
American Constitution. As the
NEH report noted, students
understanding of the Constitution
is "superficial."
But instead of instituting
a more rigorous program in the
fundamentals of American political philosophy, most colleges and
universities have allowed the
emasculation of their core
requirements. Another NEH survey
found
that
a
full
seventy-eight percent of colleges
and universities no longer require
their students to take a course in
the history of Western civilization, and a staggering thirty-eight
percent require no history at all.
When this diluted college curricu-

lum is coupled with the frightful
ignorance of high school graduates, the results Me a predictable
failure to grasp or appreciate the
basic protections offered by the

"What began as a crusade for civility has
soured into a cause of
conflict and even censorship." .
Bill of Rights.
Thus, to someone like
Canetta Ivy, of the Council of
Student Presidents, it seemed
completely reasonable to say to a
reporter for The New York Times
in 1989, "We don't put as many
restrictions on freedom of speech
as we should." Ms. Ivy, and those
who share her views, are bolstered by their heartfelt desire to
create a more amenable environment for minority students, and
the ironic notion that "intolerance" can be eliminated by refusing to tolerate unpopular speech.
But, as President Bush said at the
University of Michigan in May,
"What began as a crusade for
civility has soured into a cause of
conflict and even censorship."
If the students of this
generation were at all familiar
with history, they would know
that censoring ideas, even in the
name of sensitivity, only Serves to
make those who hold them more
radical and more determined. But

absent some understanding of Sulton, special assistant to
political philosophy and history, UW-system president, told the
young people find it difficult to Chronicle of High Education,
argue forcefully for the abstract "Everyone seems more concerned
notion of freedom.
about the theoretical abridgement
Beyond the considerable of First Amendment rights than
gaps· in the formal curriculum, the about the real abridgement of
informal pedagogy of example rights based on racial harasshow professors and administrators ment." Apparently, Mr. Sulton
act when confronted by chal- believes that violations of the
lenges to free speech - further First Amendment protections are
undermines the generation's not terribly "real."
respect for civil liberties. Many
The ignorance and miscolleges contribute to the campus understanding being fostered in
intolerance - or at least ratify the the twenty-something generation
attitudes which lead to the sup- represents the greatest internal
pression of free speech - by chaiJenge to the nation's liberties
adopting speech-restricting since the American Tories aided
codes. According to the Carnegie the forces of King George. These
Foundation for the Advancement students who would gladly cirof Teaching, such codes have cumscribe speech on campus
been enforced or drafted on today, will be the journalists, conalmost seventy percent of the gressmen, and judges charged
nation's campuses. As Harvard with defending this right in the
Law School Professor Alan next century. It is time the twenDershowitz recently explained, ty-something generation take up
American colleges are "tolerating the challenge John Adams issued
and teaching intolerance and in 1765: "Let us dare to read,
hypocrisy."
think, speak, and write .. .let every
Another example of this sluice of knowledge be opened
repressive pedagogy at work was and set a-flowing." It is also time
evident last month in the the nation's educators cast aside'
University of Wisconsin System. their own doubts about the
In a perverse affirmation of its American constitutional tradition
commitment to "tolerance" over and begin a program of remedial
freedom, the state system is con- education in the basics of liberty.
sidering an appeal of the recent
U.S. District Court decision This column was reprinted with
which ruled UW's restrictive permission of The Collegiate
speech code unconstitutional. Times which is distributed monthAfter the decision, James E. ly by the Collegiate Network.

Homosexual Pedofiles Target Children
Editor's Note: The proceeding
column was prepared by The
Freedom Alliance, a Washington,
D.C. think tank. It is re-printed
with their permission.
America has undergone dramatic
changes in the last several
decades, many of them extremely
harmful to our families. "In our
day, grass was mowed, coke was
a cold drink and pot was something you cooked in," said a letter
received in the Freedom Alliance
offices and titled, "For all those
born before 1945."
Reflecting on the Baby
Boom generation, it said, "Rock
music was a Grandma's lullaby
and AIDS were helpers in the
principal's office." .
One of the most alarming changes in American society
has been the rise of the "homosexual rights" movement and the
deadly disease AIDS that is
killing innocent newborns and
others.
But the "gay rights"
movement has spawned. an organized group of pedophiles known
as the North American Man-Boy
Love Association (NAMBLA),
whose members prey on little
boys, sexually abusing them and
potentially contributing to the
spread of AIDS.

NAMBLA's ads have
been carried in homosexual newspapers and its members have
openly marched in "gay rights"
parades.
It was recently revealed
that N AMBLA, with chapters in
various cities, has been meeting
in a public library in San
Francisco, just a few feet from the
children's reading room and a
short walk from a public school.
The police said that
about a dozen people associated
with the group have been arrested
on child molestation charges. One
NAMBLA member, who tested
AIDS-positive, was suspected of
having more than 130 victims.
In an interview, a NAMBLA spokesman said, "I think
children at any age know what
they like and don't like." The
spokesman told an undercover
operative how he tried to pick up
boys at arcades.
Though Jeffrey Dahmer,
the serial killer recently sentenced
to life in prison, was not a known
active member of NAMBLA, he
was a homosexual/pedophile who
targeted young men and boys.
Syndicated columnist
Samuel Francis commented,
"Unable to satiate their passions
in normal fashion, 'gays' must
resort to the bizarre and the mor-

bid, reducing sexuality to orgies videos. A psychiatrist testified
in order to gain release. Every during his trial that he watched
account of homosexual clubs and scenes from his favorite pornobars that makes it to the light of graphic films or horror movies "to
day is the same: group sex, multi- pump himself up" before searchple couplings, sadomasochistic ing for victims.
variations and pedophilia."
Some of his victims
''Jeffrey Dahmer may be were homosexual; others were
an extreme case, but he was the not. His last victim, a 14 year old
logical extreme that proceeded boy, was the subject of much
from and exploited erotic urges press attention because his life
that can find no natural expres- could have been saved. He was
sion."
discovered by police outsi4e Mr.
Of course, the major Dahmer's apartment, wandering
media didn't emphasize that Mr. around naked and bleeding. He
Dahmer was a homosexual serial was returned because Mr. Dahmer
killer, and they failed to explore convinced them the boy was his
whether a Wisconsin Pro- "gay adult homosexual lover. Once
rights" law may have delayed or back inside, Mr. Dahmer killed
deterred an early investigation of him.
his behavior and crimes.
Explaining the pol_ice
Milwaukee, the city behavior, one observer commentwhere Mr. Dahmer had sex with ed, "The police have been so
his victims before cannibalizing cowed by 'rights' organizations them, is heavily populated by mil- civil, gay and lesbian- that they
itant homosexuals. In 1989, for are afraid to do their job when
example, more than 1000 homo- faced with a situation involving
sexuals staged a "gay rights" anyone screaming for civil, gay or
parade in the city, led by the wife lesbian rights."
of a former Milwaukee mayor.
Indeed, there is a vague
We now know that Mr. statute in Wisconsin, known as a
Dahmer was a very active mem- "hate crime" law, which may
ber of Milwaukee's homosexual have played a role in the decision
subculture. Newsweek reported by the police to leave Mr. Dahmer
that he often cruised the city's alone with the boy. The law is
homosexual bars and took his vic- supposed to protect homosexuals
tims home, where he put on "gay" and others from campaigns of

hate. The police may have feared
being charged with violating the
statute if they interfered with
Dahmer's stated relationship with
the boy.
Agustin Alvarez, an
Orange County (Calif.) deputy
sheriff, said police have been put
into a difficult position because of
the increasing acceptance of
homosexuality. He asked, "When
I worked sex crimes and would
arrest homosexuals for molesting
little boys, was I being 'homophobic' or just competent?"
Mr. Alvarez dislikes the
word "homophobic," calling it a
"politically correct" way of communicating so as "to be more sensitive to whatever weirdo or practice that comes down the pike."
But under the guise of
sensitivity and political correctness, American society is being
conditioned to accept increasingly
bizarre fonns of behavior, sexual
and otherwise.
The danger associated
with homosexuality is that young
people are being drawn or recruited into a morally degenerate
lifestyle that means death, either
through AIDS or because of
killers like Mr. Dahmer.

See HomosexuaJ, Next
Page

Collective Project On
Environmental Racism
By Adam Stem
Asst. Viewpoints Editor
A collective project has begun
by the Equal Justice Alliance,
MELC, BLSA, the Federalist
Society, HLSA, Health Law
Association, WLSA, JLSA and
the Christian Legal Society on the
topic of '"environmental racism".
The premise the project is operating on is that minority neighborhoods are exposed to a higher
level of all forms of pollution
than white neighborhoods.
The topic of environmental

racism is an ..emerging concept"
in the law, and we would like to
be on the cutting edge of the
research.
Besides the above mentioned
organizations, numerous faculty,
students not affiliated with any
student organization, and practitioners in the field have also
joined on. We are looking to
spend the next two months
researching the issues, followed
by two forums at the law school.
The first in mid-February with
students presenting, and the sec-

ond, in late February, with faculty, alumni and practitioners presenting. And this all followed up
by publications in a major newspaper and a legal journal.
We are looking at the issue
from a variety of angles, including eco!lomic, statistical, health,
discriminatory intent and effect,
and community involvement. If
anyone would like additional
information, please contact Kevin
Anderson or Adam Stem, lockers
27 and 470, respectively.
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Career Services, From PaKe 2
Two weeks ago we
began surveying the Class of
1992. Questions regarding the
perceived value of the pro bono
program are included in the survey.
Of the 41 responses
received , 71 percent of the
responses indicate that the 12!Q.
bQnQ program is beneficial, and
17% said that the program helped
in their job search!
Coupled with the fact
that the vast majority of the population are not served or underserved, nro bono work is in
everyone's interest. As U.S.
Supreme Court Associate Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor stated in
her presentation at the 1991

American Bar Association
Annual Meeting Pro Bono
Awards Luncheon:
"The American Bar
Foundation has estimated that
nearly one quarter of all poor
people each year have a civil
legal problem deserving a
lawyer's attention. But publicly
funded attorneys can handle only
12 percent of the load.
According to the ABA, 80 percent of poor people's civil legal
needs go unmet. In big cities, the
problem is even worse. In Los
Angeles, for example, there are
an estimated 800,000 people each
year who need legal services but
cannot afford them.
... Every day, all over the
country, people lose their homes

or apartments when the law says
they should keep them, and people Call 't feed their children when
the law says they should be able
to feed them. People don't know
the rights they have and even i
they know the rights they have,
they don't know how to enforce
them. And it all has one cause:
many people desperately need
legal services but can't afford to
pay."
I applaud Valpo's student groups and activities that
assist people who are less fortunate. One of the best formulas
for success is to "do well by
doing good"

In the Eye
of the Storm
By Patrick G. McCarthy
As t. Viewpoints Editor

Aftermath of the Election
After several days of
reflection, a little anger, and a Jot
of disappointment, perhaps a few
words of conciliation and reluctant concession are in order to
address Bill Clinton's success in
gaining the White House. To
paraphrase the governor, the
great mystery of democracy has
finally played out. All of us,
happy or sad, can share in the
relief of not having to endure
another day of sound-bites and
policy disputes. We are left with
four years to test yet another
man's word and abilities beneath
the great weight of hopeful supporters and doubting skeptics.

of various. hard-hitting, left wing
characters from thi year. election: Where did Je se Jackson
run to this year? And where were
Joey "The Cheat" Biden. Teddy
"The Last" Kennedy, Molly 'The
Bull-dog·· Yard. and Howie 'The
Subsidizer" Metzenbaum? All
quite absent. All very quiet.

And notice how Bill
Clinton promised not to rai e
taxes on the middle class? Y e , a
little leftishness peeked out when
he promised to go after those
filthy, uncaring people who
would dare to earn $200,000 or
more, but all in all, Clinton's tone
on taxes has been, well. reserved!
Indeed, Clinton recently fully
embraced the President's Free
Trade Agreement, and now
Clinton and a few media economists have started to agree with
Despite contrary procla- George Bush that perhaps the
mations in the press, the outcome economy is not that bad off. I
of the election was not a clear don't know about you, but to me
mandate for the Democrats, at Bill Clinton does not appear all
least as far as the popular vote that much like a full-fledged
was concerned. I posit that con- Democrat, at least if he is telling
the truth.

" ...a little leftishness
peeked out when he
promised to go after
those filthy, uncaring
people who would
dare to earn $200,000
or more... "

servatism remained relatively
unscathed. Let me explain:
Clinton and Gore were forced to
move the Democratic Party away
from the Left Wing that has dominated for too long. George
Bush, a president with a proud
record, was penultimately rejected as not being the clear and
strong conservative Reagan was
as a president. And indeed, my
readers, "Ronaldus Magnus"
remains the silent victor. Without
Ronald Reagan, Bush never
would have been elected in the
frrst place, and when Clinton set
out to achieve his own place in
history, it was the Reagan
Democrats Clinton had to find
and bring back home. Thus I say,
the era of conservative policies
and outlook will not end under
Bill Clinton, for indeed, the true
mandate for conservatism
remains so strong it forced the
Democrats to find a Southern
moderate.
Specifically, the respect
the Democrats now have for conservatism is observed by the lack

And truth brings us to
the Character Issue, a subject so
touted as the great non-issue of
1992: It seems that if Clinton lies
and becomes the liberal many
suspect he is, then he will have
lied to the Reagan Democrats
who just came back home.
Further, such a lie will only
endear Mr. Clinton to the lesbian,
gay-rights, multicultural, MTV,
pro-choice, feminist fringe
groups which for so long held the
Democrats from power. Finally,
if Clinton lies to us, then his personal integrity is destroyed, and
George Bush is vindicated for
bringing up the Character Issue in
the first place.
As a conservative, I am
willing to get along for four years
under this so-called moderate
Democrat. I will give him his
due, and wish him well. If Mr.
Clinton can improve things without risking our delicate economy,
then I will be mollified.
Hopefully, the gamble we have
taken will not harm us to a much
greater extent than had we
allowed things to remain the
same. There is a tremendous
expectation held by millions
upon this one man, and if his
character should ever betray hiin,
then I would not wish my worst
enemy in his position: Not for all
the Reagan Democrats in the
world.

Homosexual, From
Previous Page ·
What's worse, there may
be more Jeffrey Dahmers on the
loose.
Writing
in
The
Wanderer newspaper, Robert L.
Mauro cited evidence that many
of the most violent serial killers
in the U.S. have been homosexual
males. After listing the names of
the top five, Mr. Mauro said, "It
is astonishing that such a small
percentage of the nation's popula-

tion - active homosexuals should produce the five leading
U.S. serial killers."
Mr. Mauro added, ''The
homosexual serial killers generally operate quietly over a period of
years. It is reasonable to assume
other homosexual serial killers
have never been apprehended,
and might stiU be killing at intervals •"
·
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Union, Fro01 Page 1
committee which was set up to
deal with hourly employees
grievances. It was said that this
committe.e not only did not
address the issues. but never let
people know what was being
done. The general feeling among
hourly workers was that. no matter how important or unimportant
a problem was, the ..higher ups"
in the committee were not interested in sincerely addressing any
issue that came before it.
The National Labor Relations
hearings were heard at the post
office with attorneys representing
both the unions and the university. An important issue that was
brought up was one of an increase
in pay. If a worker was to get
paid an extr~ $1 or $2 an hour,
how much of that raise would be
absorbed in union dues? Those
workers that were allowed to vote
included employees from physical plant, food services, and
housekeeping. The union was ·
voted down by a 125-57 vote.
Although the union was defeated.
it vows that it will be back in a
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year.
If the university is to avoid the
United
Steelworkers,
Charbonneau believes that the
university must begin to seriously
address the hourly's grievances.
Issues concerning wages, safety
at the workplace, and uniform
codes are just some of the issues
that continue to divide the university's management from its workers.
Charbonneau feels that the
way to address these issues is
through the creation of an "internal union" at the university. The
dues. would be $1 per month. In
addition, a representative would
represent the collective grievances of the workers. One important aspect of this idea is that it
keeps the problems of the hourly
employees internal to the university without the powerful national
unions getting involved.
Charbonneau, while not being
anti-union, feels that some unions
are more interested in collecting
dues than they are helping the

workers that pay them. Within
the last ten years, 500,000 jobs
have been lost as a result of deadlocks between the United
Steelworkers and the management of a variety of corporations.
Charbonneau feels that the union
will come to unionize the hourly
employees simply for the survival
of the national organization. In
addition, she worries that if the
union is successful next time, the
financial health of the university.
which is private and without the
benefit of state funding , may suffer. She wonders where the
money for wage increases that the
union promises is going to come
from when the university currently has a tight budget.
Charbonneau said that she
hopes that the .other hourly workers follow her lead, and push for
an internal union here at the
University_, one which the
employees would have more control over and which would be
more attuned to the needs of the
University's workers.
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Solution on page 5

J-BAR
New 60" Big Screen TV
0 Ope_n Sundays 0
Wed. Dec. 2nd-- Mike & Chad (of Digital Hair)
Fri. Dec. 4th-- ''Mrs. Frankly''
Wed. Dec. 9th-- ''The Unplugs''
Thurs. & Fri. Dec. lOth & 11th-- ''Mrs. Frankly''

WEEKLY DRINK SPECIAL
Monday ··.Monday Nite Football -- SO cent drafts
Thesday -·Mug Nite -- $1.00 Refills (up to 32 oz.)
Wednesday -· Shooters Nite -- $1. 00 Shooters .
Thursday •• Coors Lite 99 cents -- Bucket-a-Beer
2 quart bottles of Miller Lite -- $5.oo

41 .
41.
43.
44.
45.

PwnltiiU
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Heard In The Halls
/

By Kip Winters
Columnist

The Way I Heard It...
...much to the misconception of many law students, CALI is not a exam preparation program, it is actually
design to emulate a frustrating and repetitive problem in order to test the outer limits of one's psyche.
CALI actually stands for Carnivorous Alligators, Lizards, and Insects or something like that.
... Stress is in the air. Award goes to the lLs for finding J's as a salvation to sanity in law school. The
retention can be fought
.. .fetishes. Did you ever have a serious yearning for your girlfriend to dress you up as a woman. Think of
the bright red lipstick, the shocking blue eye shadow, the ruby red blush, the taught silky panty hose, the
velour dress .. .it's all too much, dress me now .
...Top ten comments about the Halloween party
10) At least it was hot, stuffy, small and smoky.
9) Only $400 hundred dollars for rancid dip and used chips. I must get the name of your caterer.
8) I am so embarrassed that the women I went home with won the costume contest. My dream of finding a
woman who smokes the same cheap cigars and goes to the bathroom standing up will be postponed.
7) How about that cheap impression Gaffney did of Patrick G. McCarthy?
6) Is that the teacher from Peanuts doing the auctioning?
5) Some one give the Church Lady her beer before she rips someone head off!!
4) Boy, it is really better to be in a smaller area getting smashed with the police station right across the
street. Now, I don't have to worry about finding a place to stay for the night.
3) Which professor is that with Dan Quayle?
2) I met this Babe who didn't wear nothing to the last Halloween bash. Sure hope she shows up, kinda
passed out before I really got to know her.
1) All I know is that check #523 is missing, and I have the amount of $250 written next MILK. All I
remember is that it's suppose to be alot better than his weekly breakfasts .
.. .I know it could kill someone else, but it gets a little cold outside between classes. recount.

.. .Pre-registration Gate. The Trino years. You shall take the criticisms, ask for no help, expect no thanks,
and only hear from the people after you act.
...Should she go or should she stay? Should we go or should we stay? Social ping pong. I think we have
quite a team. (Majority should be confused, because this is a very inside joke, so read on).
... "Let me just state that Racquetball is better than a cold shower. It is not a mere coincidence that you hit a
blue ball with all your might against a wall repetitively until you score or someone gets hit."
... the Moot Court has achieved something often talked about but seldom carried out ...They have plain out
done us proud. Congrats Ann, Ted, and Phil. Job well done .
...crunch time is here. The secret studying spots will be revisited, outlines will be fondled, stress will peak,
kindness will be banned, and hormones will sizzle. Good luck to all!!

Helen & Courtney's Movie Reviews
Prince of Tides
This rrwvie review is dedicated to
Dean Berner-he specifically
requested it.

Ode to Dean Berner: A Haiku
Oh distinguished Dean,
Evidence king, Contracts stud,
We are not worthy!

This movie appeals to many as
it encompasses a plethora of
movie themes: guilt, shame,
death, romance, adultery, suicide,
and any other emotional turmoil
you can imagine. Tom Wingo
(Nick Nolte) is called to New

York after his sister attempts her
second suicide. His sister's psychiatrist, Susan Lowenstein
(Barbara Streisand), needs his
incite to determine the underlying
cause behind his sister's repeated
suicide attempts. Streisand's iron
exterior, brainy disposition and
confident air (not to mention her
short skirt) break down Nolte's
defenses and he eventually falls in
love with her. (Incidentally,
Streisand is at her best when she
tells her pompous hubby to take a
flying *?/#.) Nolte extends his
stay in New York away from his
wife and kids to develop their
passionate affair. As Nolte continues to help Streisand treat his
sister, Streisand realizes that he

suffers from the same torment
that drove his sister to suicide.
What unfolds is a moving story of
a family's attempt to suppress a
vicious and criminal event that
happened early in their lives. Not
until Streisand uncovers the
whole truth does each family
member realize what a profound
impact the event has had on them.
Good call, Dean Berner! This is
an excellent movie and we highly
recommend it.

Last of the Mohicans
O.K. guys, long hair, bare
chests and loin cloths are in.

Daniel Day-Lewis-possibly the
sexiest man alive-uncovered our
hidden passion for the savage
looking man. This movie takes
place on the Frontier during the
French and Indian war. Lewis, as
Natty Bumpo, comes to the rescue of beautiful Cora Monroe and
her sister, Alice, as they journey
to Fort McHenry to rendezvous
with their father. Lewis abandons
his distrust of the English and
joins forces with them to fend off
the vengeful Magua and his
Huron tribe. In the midst of war
and strife arises the forbidden
love between Lewis and Cora.
During the rigors of battle, Cora
sheds her prissy exterior to
become more a part of of Lewis'

wilderness world. (We decided
we would do anything to become
more a part of Lewis' wilderness
world.) The climax occurs when
Lewis rescues Cora from the evil
clutches of blood thirsty, psycho
Magua. Both Cora and Lewis
suffer great loss, but-as often
happens in the movies-love conquers all.
Although the majority of this
movie was about the romance
between Natty Bumpo and Cora
Monroe, it also revealed the hardships of Frontier life. The viewer
sees the great sacrifices made by
the settlers and the indians as our
nation was built. Another "can't
miss," especially to see Daniel
Day-Lewis in his skivies.

DON'T MISS YOUR
PLANE BOAT TRAIN !!
CALL US FIRST

91Jean 'd

STRONGBOW INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL.. SERVICE,

(219) 464-4851
2405 E. U.S. HIGHWAY 30
VALPARAISO, IN 46383

AIRLINE TICKETS AT AIRLINE
PRICES
CRUISE SPECIALS AND DISCOUNTS
TOURS

-

GROUPS

INTERNATIONAL TICKETS AT SPECIAL RATES
LEAVE THE PLANNING TO US

LINCOLNWAY'S
UNIQUE TOUCH
FULL SERVICE UNISEX SALON

WUJ

~lr1UIIDIENLr~ 15% DISCOUNT
ON
ALL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

NEXXUS, FOCUS 21, REDKEN, AND MANY MORE

Quality Spiral Perms - $37.50
Discount Applies To Regularly Priced Products and Services

TANNING PACKAGES
10 SESSIONS FOR $25.00
OR UNLIMITED TANNING
$50.00 MONTHLY

114 E. LINCOLNWAY
(219) 462-0291
OPEN MON-TUES-THURS 9AM -7PM
WEDS & FRI 9AM - 5PM

Monsanto,·From age 1
will order several hundred extra
copies of the monogram edition
for distribution to the honorable
members of Congress. Monsanto
representatives in attendance
were all smiles as they exited the
auditorium. One mid-level attorney for an environmental enforcement agency repeated the
Professor's declaration "only
lawyers clean up under CERCLA" and asked,"Why is this
bad?'' The answer was simple
according to this unnamed
governmental source, the insurance companies and the big business polluters should participate
in any profiteering that takes
place. Some left no less worried
about the economic fitness of
their grandmothers.

is on a fixed income, so this is not pool. Consequently, allocation of
responsibility will not be detera good thing.
Professor Abraham pro- • mined on a case by case basis,
poses that the legislature respond thereby, doing away with transacto the problem it created by elimi- tional costs (e.g. attorney's fees)
nating the high transactional costs so that your grandmother can
(e.g. attorney's fees) involved in a continue to afford to use her elecCERCLA cleanup situation. This tric blanket.
can be accomplished, according
As national players, both
to Abraham, through legislation the insurance companies and corwhich establishes percentages of porations like Monsanto will likeliability for costs at each site. ly welcome such legislation.
The insurer, who may be .held They can fight their battles
100% liable in one instance or through their lobbyists, rather
jurisdiction and not at all in than the courts, in an attempt to
another is unlikely to challenge influence the equitable allocation
an aggregate allocation of, say, of percentages of liability.
40%. This will permit the polluters to pick up the tab for the
The crowd had widely diverremainder through either direct gent reactions to the lecture.
payment or participation in a risk Dean Gaffney declared that he
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5 recruit 7-1 Rashard Griffith).
The recruiting class will complement standouts Tracy Webster
and Michael Finley. The fact that
Jackson coached the Knicks and
that he coached Patrick Ewing
proves to have been a good
recruitin~ tool.

RecruJtjn2 Update

Since we are approaching the
deadline for the earlier signing
period, it is necessary to give an
update of the earlier requits. As
already mentioned, Wisconsin
has already signed Rashard
Griffith and North Carolina has
signed 6-6 Jerry Stackhouse.
LSU has signed the two top
highschool guards in the country,
Randy Livingston and Ronnie
Henderson. Indiana has also had
a good recruiting class with the

by Berke Breathed
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signing of 6-4
Sherron
Wilkerson, 6-10 Robbie Eggers,
and 6-11 Richard Mandeville.
Finally, Duke got its normal harvest of talent with the signing of
6-4 Jeff Capel, and 6-9 forward's,
Greg Newton and Joey Beard.
Obviously, this is only a partiai read on the upcoming season.
Since this only represents the top
12, teams such as Iowa, Tulane,
Iowa State, Oklahoma, Memphis
State, and Connecticut will probably be in and out of the top
twenty this season. However, in
my opinion, only the teams in the
top 8 are capable of winning the
championship.(I guess it does not
take a genius to say this).

'Be ~asonab{y
Prudent:
~adrrlie ~orum
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Colleg Basketball Preview - "It's About Time!"
By Adam Karp
Sports Editor
The question on everybody's mind is
who is going to knock off that annoying
team they call Duke. After winning the
National Championship the last two years,
society definitely needs another champion.(This is the only time when ..change" is
definitely good) Except for a handful of
impact freshman recruits and junior college
transfers, most pretenders from last year
will need improvement from within in
order to reach the next level. For those that
care, here is my top 12, sleepers, wait til
next year teams, and a recruiting update.

The Top Twelve
l)Kansas-Kansas returns the best backcourt in America with Adonis Jordan and
Rex Walters. The backups, Calvin Rayford
and Steve Woodberry could start for most
top twenty teams. In the front court,
Kansas has lost Alonzo Jamison to graduation and Ben Davis, who is transferring to
Virginia. However, Kansas has solid players Richard Scott and Eric Pauley at the
power forward and center position respectively. Kansas also has the improving 7-2
Greg Ostertag. At the small forward position, the number one junior college player,
Darrin Hancock will fill the vofd. Two
years ago, Hancock was rated one of the
top 5 high school recruits in the country.
Since Coach Roy William's runs a North
Carolina offense, this team will not be outsmarted.
2)Michigan-Playing in the strongest conference, Michigan's Fab 5 of Chris
Webber, Jalen Rose, Jimmy King, Juwan
Howard, and Ray Jackson have know
become sophomores but without the jinx.
If the young Michigan team was going to
succumb to pressure, they never would
have made it to the final game last year.
As long as they can maintain there
unselfish play and receive some quality
minutes from their suspect bench.
Michigan will prove tough.
3)Indiana-Indiana returns their
nucleus(Eric Anderson was a non entity
during the season last year) from last year
along with the much needed outside shooting of red shirt junior Pat Graham.
However, Indiana needs to remain consistent throughout the sea~n in order to win
the title. Calbert Cheanay should be devastating this season and. with a year of
experience, sophomore Allan Henderson
looks to provide the necessary low post
offense needed. Indiana's style of ball and
intelligence will prevent them from ·being
upset in the NCAA Tournament. If Indiana
is to lose in the tournament, it will be to a
team of the intelligence of Kansas, North
Carolina, or Duke or to a team that has the
dominating inside game such as Michigan
or Seton Hall(if Luther Wright develops).
4)Seton Hall-Guard Terry Dehere is
finally a senior. The Hall has an exceptional backcourt of Dehere, Bryan Caver,
John Leahy and Danny Hurley. The Hall
also has a good frontcourt of 7-2 Luther
Wright, Jerry Walker, and Arturas
Karnishovas. This team is always ready
for the tournament. Every year, a player
seams to rise from nowhere on this
team(ex. Gordon Winchester, Anthony
Avent, Ollie Taylor, and Andrew Gaze).
This year, look for it to be Karnishovas.
For the Hall to win the championship, they
need for Wright to reach some of his potential and for Caver to play under control.
S)Florida State-S tate returns all 5
starters from last year. However, starting
point guard Charlie Ward will not be able

to play until January because he is the starting quarterback on State's football team.
When Ward returns, State will have a
tremendous three guard rotation of Ward,
Sam Cassell, and Bob Sura. In the frontcourt, State returns awesome power forward Doug Edwards, and the athletic
Rodney Dobard. Florida State needs to
develop a solid bench-a problem during
last year was that when there were foul
problems, nobody could pick up the slack.
6)Duke-Duke returns 3 starters, guards
Bobby Hurley and Thomas Hill, and the
multi-talented Grant Hill. For Duke to
repeat(unlikely), Duke needs sophomore
center Cherokee Parks to step up his game.
Without the inside presence, teams will not
collapse their defense and will be able to
play a more honest defense against the 3
returning starters. If Parks provides that
inside force, Duke could be a good bet for
their 5th straight final four appearance.(A
big "if')
?)Kentucky-Coach Pitino returns one of
top two players in America in forward
Jamal "the Monster Mash" Mashburn.
Although losing 3 starters, Pitino had the
best recruiting class in America. Juco
Rodney Dent should provide the inside
force that the Wildcats have lacked(players
such as Rob Locke, and Leron Ellis do not
bring back scintillating memories). Also,
Kentucky adds the #3 recruit in the country, forward Rodrick Rhodes. Despite a
strong frontcourt, Kentucky, besides junior
Travis Ford and Dale Brown, has a young
and .inexperienced backcourt. This deficiency could prove there downfall.
However, Pitino, the master innovator, will
probably find a way to hide the weakness.
S)North Carolina-Although returning 4
starters, Carolina unusually _relied on one
player, the since graduated Hubert Davis,
for a majority of their offense. To fill this
void, Carolina will need George Lynch and
Brian Reese to step up their games.
However, the main man will be 7-0 Center
Eric Montross. Look for Montross to be
dominating this season. North Carolina is
probably a year away from the National
title picture. With the signing of super
recruit Jerry Stackhouse, Carolina could
have that "one shining moment" in the
1993-94 season.
9)Arizona-After being a disappointment
the last two years, Arizona should prove to
be the one strong team from the West.
Arizona returns 7-0 Ed Stokes at center,
and the enigmatic Chris Mills at small forward. Mills shows glimpses of brilliance
but often disappears in big games. Maybe
without Sean Rooks and Wayne Womack, .
Mills will emerge. In the backcourt,
Arizona has the lightening quick Khalid
Reeves·and Damon Stoudamire. However,
until they prove differently, Arizona will
always be a overrated team that cannot win
the big game.
lO)Georgia Tech-Tech returns Center
Malcolm Mackey, super sophs James
Forest and Travis Best from last year's
final 16 team. The team will need to find a
replacement for guard John Barry, but look
for Coach Bobby Cremins to pound it
inside for a majority of the scoring. With
Cremins as coach, this team can surprise
come tournament time.
ll)Michigan State-The only reason that
they are not ranked Number 9 is because of
their coach, Jud Heathcote. One can only
wonder how a college can be blessed with
two such overrated coaches, George Pedes
in football and Heathcote in basketball.
State returns a good nucleus: solid center
Mike Peplowski, forwards Anthony Miller
and Dwayne Stephens, and the dangerous
guard, Shawn Respert. Despite his short-

comings as a coach, Heathcote is an exceptional recruiter; State had a great recruiting
year. The key will the ability to replace
point guard Mark Montgomery.
12)Georgetown-I know what you are
thinking, they have lost Alonzo Mourning
and they no longer have the dominant center that they have had over the last 11 years
since the Patrick Ewing era began.
However, the Hoyas add the number one
high school recruit in 6-10 Othella
Harrington. "Harrington dominated the
McDonald's Classic with 19 points and 21
rebounds. Georgetown returns their quick
backcourt of Joey Brown and Irving
Church. Also, look for small forward
Robert Churchwell
to
emerge.
Georgetown seems to exceed when you
least .expect it.

years ago in the final sixteen. With the
return of Grant, the Utes look for a return
to the sweet 16.
5)Vanderbilt-Although this is the school
that I attended, in looking at it "objectively", Vanderbilt looks to field its strongest
team in years and could surprise.
Returning it top 8 players, Vanderbilt will
add two prominent transfers in the former
Duke shooting guard Billy McCaffrey and
former Indiana center, Chris Lawson. The
addition of the transfers to an already solid
group should provide the talent necessary
for coach Eddie Fogler to implement the
North Carolina motion offense.

Wait to Next Year-But Look
Out

l)BYU-I am going to go out on some
type of limb and say that it would not surprise me if this team won a national chaml)Boston College-a team that is reminis- pionship between the 1993 season and
cent of last year's Massachusetts team. 1995 season. Next year, 7-6 Sean Bradley
Boston College returns four juniors that returns from his 2 year mission as a sophohave started since freshman year and have more. Mter an excellent freshman season,
improved every year since. Led by for- the slim Bradley·has already added 20
ward Billy Curley and guard Howard pounds of muscle. Also in the frontcourt,
Eisley, the Eagles seem destined to make BYU will have All WAC freshman of the
an impact on the college scene.
year, 6-10 Russel Larson(he will be junior
2)Wake Forest-Despite losing 3 seniors, next year). The Cougers also return 3 other
Wake returns perhaps the most talented solid players in the frontcourt next year
player in the country in Rodney from missions and have added top twenty
Rogers(take your choice between him and recruit, 6-7 forward, Tony Woods. In the
Kentucky's Jamal Mashburn). Along with backcourt, BYU has two freshmen, Ryan
Rogers, Wake also has standout guard Cuff and Randy Reid, that have already
Randolph Childress returning from a knee completed their 2 year mission requireinjury. Prior to the injury, Childress was ments. Both Cuff and Reid were top 30
becoming one of the prominent guards in high school recruits that were recruited by
the nation. Also, Georgetown transfer, the likes of North Carolina, Arizona and
Charles Harrison, becomes eligible second· UCLA. Beware.
semester in order to provide help to
A Need to Mention Basis
Childress in the backcourt.
3)lllinois-This team, finally off probation, returns all 5 starters from last year.
l)Purdue-With so many Purdue freaks
As power forward Deon Thomas competes in the school, I be remised if I did not menfor all Big Ten honors, the Illini will be tion them. By this time next year, 6-9
helped by the return of forward Andy Glenn Robinson will either be the best
Kaufmann, their leading scorer from two player in the Big Ten or he may have
seasons ago. In the backcourt, Dlinois also already decided to apply for early entry
has the underrated Ronnie Clemons in the into the NBA draft. Robinson will have
backcourt along with top ten recruit help up-front with juco Kenny Williams.
Richard Keene.
However, Purdue will need freshman guard
4)Utah-The Utes will be buoyed by the Porter Roberts to step up in order to reach
return of power forward Josh Grant from a the next level.
knee injury. Prior to the injury, Grant
2)Wisconsin-The hiring of former
would have been a mid first round draft Knicks coach, Stu Jackson has already
pick. Along with Grant, Coach Rick proved beneficial as evidenced by the best
Majerus also has a · strong backcourt of recruiting class for next year(Including top
Bryan Wilson and Jimmy Soto. This is virSee Preview, Page 11
tually the same team that lost to UNLV two

The Sleepers
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VALPARAISO, IN
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EVERYDAY TO FORMAL WEAR
CUSTOM FITTING, FAST SERVICE
REASONABLE CHARGES
APPOINTMENTS NOT ALWAYS NECESSARY

A FULL SERVICE ALTERATIONS SHOP
WITH PERSONAL ATTENTION IN MIND.

